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The More Yun Chujiu thought about it, the more she felt that her analysis made sense. Then, the 

problem was, did she deserve it? 

 

Yun Chujiu felt a little guilty for some reason. Fortunately, she blamed the Divine Devil Hall, or else she 

would be beaten up even more. 

 

Yun Chujiu felt that it was necessary to educate the little flame. She could not always run around 

without organization or discipline. 

 

“Little Flame, I’m warning you. If you run away without saying goodbye in the future, I won’t want you 

anymore! You will become a lonely soul in the future!” 

 

It was unknown whether the little flame understood or not, but it crawled into Yun Chujiu’s right palm 

with a drooping head. 

 

Yun chujiu did not dare to sleep last night, so she simply washed up and lay on the bed to fall asleep. 

 

She slept until the next morning. After washing up, she went to the kitchen to show off her power, and 

then she thought about where to go for a walk. 

 

The Golden Peak and the fire peak were almost done, so she would go to the wood peak for a walk! 

 

When Yun chujiu reached the entrance of the wood peak, she saw many signs at the entrance. 

 

“Yun Chujiu is not allowed to enter!” 

 

“Yun Chujiu is the most unwelcome person in our wood peak!” 



 

“For the sake of your safety and the safety of others, please stay away from Yun Chujiu!” 

 

.. 

 

Yun chujiu’s nose was almost crooked from anger. This was blatant discrimination! What was wrong 

with her? Why was she forbidden to enter the Wood Peak? Why was she unwelcome? 

 

The most infuriating thing was that there was an additional fence at the entrance of the Wood Peak. It 

was obviously to prevent fire, theft, and Yun Chujiu! 

 

When the servants guarding the fence saw Yun chujiu coming, they looked as if they were facing a great 

enemy. They shouted loudly, “Yun Chujiu, didn’t you see the sign we put up? Step back quickly, we don’t 

welcome you in the Wood Peak.” 

 

If Yun Chujiu believed in evil, she wouldn’t be Yun Chujiu. She sneered and kicked the signs to pieces. 

 

“Are you guys sick? Did I steal your wood peak’s grass or burn your wood peak’s Mountain? The sect 

master didn’t forbid me to go anywhere. Don’t tell me that your wood peak still wants to be 

independent? Is this your decision or Mountain Master Ren’s idea?” 

 

Those odd-job workers had never seen such a valiant girl before. They were all dumbfounded. One of 

them took out his identity jade token and seemed to be sending a message to someone. 

 

Yun Chujiu curled her lips. She did not think that mountain master Ren of the Wood Peak had the leisure 

to target her. It must be some bastard who did not like her. 

 

Not long after, a female disciple wearing the uniform of an inner sect disciple walked over. A few male 

disciples followed beside her with fawning expressions. 



 

Yun chujiu had not been in the Shi Yuan sect for long, so she did not know these people. She crossed her 

arms and looked at them calmly. 

 

The female disciple sized up Yun Chujiu. “Are you that disaster star, Yun Chujiu? If I Were you, I would 

stay in the dormitory obediently to avoid being annoying!” 

 

“Aiyo, you still want to be Shameless? If you were me? You look like a toad, can you be compared to 

me? You Are Really Shameless!” 

 

The female disciple was instantly killed by a certain jiu! 

 

That female disciple was so angry that her face turned red. With a ferocious expression, she said, “Yun 

Chujiu, you, you don’t want to be Shameless! This is our wood peak’s territory, get lost! or else…” 

 

A certain jiu held a basket in her left hand and a basket in her right hand, interrupting that female 

disciple’s words: 

 

“Or else what? Enter the competition stage? I Can’t wait for that! Come, it’s you. Let’s go, follow me to 

the competition stage! These two baskets of talismans shouldn’t be a problem to deal with you, right?” 

 

 


